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ABSTRACT
This report provides the synopsis of a five year collaborative program of research between
DST Group and the University of South Australia in the study of autonomous systems
concepts. The purpose of the program is to establish a methodological means of technology
foresight, to assess how future technologies shape or contribute to performance in
autonomous systems and to identify key technologies of greatest impact. We propose a new
model for the categorisation and assessment of autonomy, which provides a systematic and
auditable way to explore emerging technologies for autonomous system by means of
parametric investigation. Outcomes might then inform decision makers in Defence and
National Security to shape the future of policy, strategy, emerging concepts, and force
development in autonomous systems and their related technologies.
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Trusted Autonomy:
Conceptual Developments in
Technology Foresight
Executive Summary
This report provides the synopsis of a five year collaborative program of research
between DST Group and the University of South Australia in the study of autonomous
systems concepts. The purpose of the program is to establish a methodological means
of technology foresight, to assess how future technologies shape or contribute to
performance in autonomous systems and to identify key technologies of greatest
impact. This program describes the connection between:
a. current and future technologies for trusted autonomous systems;
b. predictions about how those technologies evolve or emerge over time; and
c. how those technologies are brought together to generate operation capability.
This is, in simple terms, what we mean by technology foresight. Technology Foresight
is the field of scientific regard which investigates the emergence, performance, or
impact of technology across society. It aims to describe usage or uptake, and evolving
trends, in technological development over time. Through doing so, it seeks to
determine the implications of those developments both current and forthcoming.
This report provides a means by which the foresight process can be conducted, for the
study of autonomy in engineered systems, and the record of the work that has led to its
development. The approach is based on a hierarchy of four chosen factors:
1. technical specification of the system
2. mission complexity
3. context of employment
4. trust in the system.
Each of these factors is decomposed into their most significant constituent elements to
define a new conceptual model for autonomy. This model is to be employed as part of
a technology foresight process and its outcomes will inform a range of stakeholders in
the autonomy, autonomous systems and automation client communities.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Technology continues to develop; a seemingly certain feature of the modern era and one of
its greatest challenges. Defence organisations across the world are increasingly being
pressed to employ a range of disparate technologies in new and innovative ways to retain
a persistent capability advantage. Those that embrace and exploit those new technologies
in a considered manner are better positioned to adapt and respond to emerging threats,
develop advanced capabilities, evolve their operating concepts, and shape their force
structure.
The Australian Defence Organisation (ADO) looks to the Defence Science and Technology
Group (DST Group) to lead the identification and assessment of emerging technologies
that offer advantages or represent threats to operations. Technologies for autonomous
systems are important to Defence because they have the potential to extend the reach and
capability of traditional forces while reducing operational footprint and threat to
personnel. This increases access to regions of operational interest, especially in contested
regions, possibly enhancing control, freedom of manoeuvre, and denying the area to
adversary forces. In the longer term, autonomous systems may also reduce the cost of
operations, capability acquisition and training (Ellis et al, 2005).

1.2 Program Objectives
Technology Futures and Forecasting (TFF) group, within the DST Group, is a collaborative
research facility for the study of emerging and disruptive technologies. It encourages
participation and understanding of related issues across academia, government and
industry through strategic alliances. Leveraging from community engagement, it identifies
areas of threat and opportunity in developing technologies and provides foresight to
policy, strategy and capability development for the ADO and its strategic partners.
As a part of its program, TFF participates in a number of bilateral and multinational
programs. Through mutual agreement, these arrangements provided a formal mechanism
to execute a number of focused studies on key technologies of interest for benefit to all
members. Under this mandate, technologies for autonomous systems have been assessed
as critical to Australia because of their impact on current operations and anticipated
influence in the future battle-space as a force multiplier (see for example DSTO, 2015).
Additionally, the related technologies are becoming widely available and at lower cost.
This trend presents a high risk to Defence, whereby the technologies might be adopted by
a range of interested parties, to generate disruptive effects. In response, the TFF stood up
their Trusted Autonomy program (see Appendix A), established in 2007. Since then, TFF
has explored a number of themes in Autonomy in collaboration with centres of excellence
in academia including:
•

Robotic Systems (Zimmer, 2007);
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•

Robotics for Hazardous Environments
(Trevelyan, 2007; Trevelyan et al, 2007; Cebon & Samson, 2008);

•

Micro-Systems (Spinks & Alici, 2008); and

•

Trusted Autonomy (Finn, 2011).

These case studies each delivered a comprehensive technology review within their focused
field of regard. In these early studies, the objective was to review the characteristics and
technical properties of the technologies and systems used to develop autonomous
capabilities. Having established a broad understanding of the technology domain and its
applications, TFF now seeks to understand the implications of technologies for Trusted
Autonomy on Defence and National Security operations. Hence, the focus has moved on
from investigating and reporting about technologies and related systems for automation
towards exploring the potential future capabilities which might be realised and their
utility.
In executing this new program, TFF established a Research Agreement with the Defence
and Systems Institute (DASI) at the University of South Australia (UniSA) on 16-May
2011. 1 Working in conjunction with UniSA then provides the TFF a unique opportunity to
leverage from their academic program 2 and grants access to a wider range of new and
developing technologies for autonomy. This also generates synergies within the program
in DST Group, including the Autonomous Systems Initiative. In this respect, the research
undertaken does not duplicate effort but is carefully directed towards those issues which
add-value, by developing or progressing knowledge about Autonomous Systems and
addressing the requirements of the Defence community, including the Project
Arrangement, principle clients in the ADO and significant stakeholders. 3
In April 2012, UniSA delivered the compendium report Implications for Autonomy &
Autonomous Systems (Finn, 2012). 4 This report contained a breakdown of Autonomous
Systems into their components and technology areas. Using this approach, UniSA then
explored the potential role for those technologies, corresponding functional requirements,
and implementation challenges. Our current work takes a complementary approach to
This agreement was administered under the Strategic Alliance with the Defence Systems
Innovation Centre, established with DST Group through Joint Venture Agreement on 2-March 2009.
2 Research at UniSA includes: UAV-based atmospheric tomography; acoustic technology for UAVs
operating in civilian airspace; modelling of autonomous and robotic systems; collaborative control
and multi-robot coordination; and legal and ethical considerations in autonomous decision-making.
3 This includes the exploitation of products, to operationalise and institutionalise research outputs,
across (1) the five-eyes intelligence community under the Emerging Technology Analytical Panel
which operates under the Quinquepartite Technical Intelligence Steering Panel, and (2) the fiveeyes science and technology community under the Emerging and Disruptive Technology Action
Group under The Technical Cooperation Program. Australian clients include the groups of
Capability Development, Vice Chief of Defence Force, Strategy, and all three of the services.
4 A compilation of knowledge sourced from experts in the University of Sydney, University of New
South Wales, University of Technology Sydney, Queensland University of Technology, Australian
National University, UniSA, and DST Group.
1
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extend this study. While the 2012 report focused on documenting technology for
Autonomy and trends in its development, this new work instead presents a pragmatic
approach which could be employed for the purposes of technology scanning and foresight
(Finn & Mekdeci, 2014). That is, this work focuses on presenting concepts, models and
frameworks to support decision-makers and capability developers and is not concerned
about particular technologies in themselves.

1.3 Scope
This report focuses on the study of applications of TAS for Defence and National Security,
enabling technology and its integration, technology forecasting, and operational
implications. In order to make meaningful insights, it is first critically important to
understand what these systems are and how they work. This understanding permits us to
make judgements about their capabilities into the future and the likely implications of
those capabilities to operations. Two research questions are then important:
1. What does it mean for an engineered system to be autonomous, so that decision makers have
a reasoned understanding of their capability and can make informed decisions about their
potential applications and operational impact?
2. What are the criteria by which autonomy can be assessed, so that decision makers can make
rational assessments about the effects of technology changes on the capability and value of
autonomous systems?
In answering these questions, we establish the baseline against which we can assess how
technologies shape or contribute to autonomy and to identify those key technologies with
greatest impact. The ultimate aim is then to determine the technologies which affect
autonomy in engineered systems; such that, the change in capability of those systems is
significant in foreseeable future operations. In this sense, this study seeks to describe the
connection between:
a. current and future technologies for trusted autonomous systems;
b. predictions about how those technologies evolve or emerge over time; and
c. how those technologies are brought together to generate operation capability.
Related technologies could be said to be on a critical development path for Autonomous
Systems. Identifying possible evolving trends in relevant technologies, the capability of
those systems, and their operational implications is then one of the greatest objectives of
technology scanning and technical foresight. However, the future is rarely predictable. For
practical purposes, the foresight process seeks only that decisions made under uncertainty
are more informed, better argued or considered. Outcomes of this work, and related
initiatives, then support the Australian and allied capacity to improve reliability and safety
in complex and dynamic environments which are shared by personnel, property and
facilities, and other systems. The work ensures that Defence’ future capability is safe and
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fit for purpose, and that Australia is a smart buyer of autonomous systems and their
technologies.
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2. Trusted Autonomy
2.1 An Introduction to Trusted Autonomy
Attempts at describing Trusted Autonomy within the literature are many and varied. To
appreciate this, we only have to consider that the term itself has only recently been coined.
Over the last 50 years, the technology of ‘autonomy’ has evolved from human-operated
mechanical systems (under direct manual control), to human-supervised automated
systems (requiring human-in-the-loop interaction), to unsupervised automatic systems
(and direct execution without human oversight) (Lomuscio, 2015). Thus, definitions have
changed significantly over time and recent attempts have struggled to entirely capture all
facets of autonomy. Efforts towards defining the term have been further confounded by
domain of application, be it software systems, engineering, jurisprudence, or even
philosophy all have alternative competing perspectives.
Put in simple terms, trustworthiness is how well a system performs a stated task without
operator intervention. Trust then relates to the operator’s perception of a systems
capability in fulfilling functions or tasks. Trust in autonomy is then a multi-dimensional
construct influenced by expression of purpose, intention and role; approaches to
developing and determining trust; functional aspects such as system capability; and
system reliability within an operating environment. This complexity is difficult to capture
in a single concise definition of the term because any definition must be sufficiently rich as
to capture all of these ideas. We devote Section 3 of this report to exploring how the
literature has approached this problem.
However, we also wish to make some practical headway, towards developing a simple
and short definition of the term. Towards this purpose, we adopt the position that:
“all systems which may be described as ‘automated’ or ‘autonomous’ are still merely
machines, constructed, or programmed, to relieve a human operator of some decisions and
actions that would otherwise have been done manually”
(McFarland, 2015).
This is inherently useful, because in law there is little distinction between the technical
operations of autonomous and automated systems. Ultimately, the same legal principles
applicable to the employment of all systems in Defence and National Security operations
also apply to the employment of Trusted Autonomy and remain the only clear,
meaningful, and lawful basis for use. Technical specifications of a trusted system become
the measure by which operators delegate control - namely, the delegation of decisions
from the user to the system. Delegation of control is important because of the potential
transfer of oversight, responsibility and, ultimately, liability in the event of a serious
violation of the law. But any transfer of responsibility does not reside with the system
itself. Instead, lawyers are grappling with concepts of system designer/developer
responsibility. Defining Trusted Autonomy in a system includes a process of defining
lawful regulation of the system.
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Simplifying this concept leads us to propose the following definition for Trusted
Autonomy, namely being:
Trusted Autonomy is an emerging field of research, with the aim to minimise operator
intervention and oversight in the planning and execution of tasks conducted by
autonomous systems.
(Wheeler, 2015).
The key point here is that the definition focuses on the objective of the field of research and
not the function of the system. For the remainder of this report, we assume this as our
working definition and leave the detailed exploration of the many faceted concepts in
Trusted Autonomy until Section 3.

2.2 Benefits of Autonomous Systems
Militaries, governments and industries around the world are becoming increasingly
interested in autonomous systems, as their technical capabilities improve and their entrylevel unit cost decreases. However, the demands placed on autonomous systems are high;
they need to perform complex tasks accurately, efficiently and within unusual or
dangerous environments. To support research, development, acquisition and investment,
there is a need to understand how advances in technical capability will underpin the
advancement of capability in autonomous systems and to understand the impact those
advances may have in an operational context. Compliance with legal and policy
frameworks, systems certification, and cultural acceptance are also constraint to the
adoption of autonomous technologies. Policy makers need to understand what capabilities
autonomous systems will have in the future, so that the can legislate and plan accordingly.
It is then no surprise, the development of autonomous systems and integration of those
systems into operations is challenging. Tasks are often poorly understood and ill-defined,
with ambiguous goals that are subjective or contextual. Even when tasks are well defined
and the goals are clear, they can be extremely difficult for an autonomous system to
execute.
Notwithstanding, increased use of autonomous systems presents the possibility of
enormous gains. Proponents of autonomous technology are excited by the potential to
perform tasks beyond what is currently achievable by humans alone. Machines can
perform some operations far quicker, and with far fewer (if any) errors than humans can,
making certain tasks in areas such as accounting and data analysis, trivial. Machines are
not susceptible to factors that affect human performance, such as fatigue and emotion,
thereby making them more reliable than humans could ever be in some tasks. Automation
offers many advantages through their computation processes alone:

6

•

Machines are not (directly) subject to limitations in human thought process, bias,
experience, or capability.

•

Direct computation can be used to explore and evaluate large numbers of possible
states of interest, far more that a human could in the same period.
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•

Autonomous systems models operate, without loss of objectivity, in contexts where
complexity would degrade human performance.

•

The architecture may permit the machine to execute simulations to identify
patterns or potentialities, which might otherwise be unpredicted or unanticipated.

•

The logic, or thinking, or an automated system can be traced, and although this
may be stochastic it can still be audited.

The second core benefit of autonomy resides in the physical characteristics of the system
themselves. Autonomy offers the possibility to liberate personnel from dull, dirty or
dangerous work, and to complete physically demanding tasks that are currently out of
human reach (Sharkey, 2008). Autonomous Systems may be able to reduce physical
workloads, intervene in hazardous or life-critical environments, improve personal wellbeing, security, and benefit commercial and government enterprises through: 5
•

Increased Productivity. Correctly introduced, automation increases productivity
while maintaining quality. This facilitates a faster operational tempo or production
cycle, with greater efficiency and improved reliability.

•

Cost Efficiencies. Automation also permits ‘lean’ manufacturing processes.
Automation simplifies labour-intensive tasks, which can lead to a reduction in
workforce costs, and can reduce generation of waste materials and products.

•

Improved Quality. Automated systems provide consistent results, within
specification, thereby eliminating quality control errors associated with human
error. Processes and tasks can then be carefully controlled and regulated so that the
outcome is consistent or more reliable.

•

Better Safety. Robots are able to endure hazardous environments, removing
personnel from settings which would otherwise place them at risk. Some tasks that
machines can perform are impossible for humans, particularly those with
environmental constraints to life-support. Machines could perform tasks in space,
deep-sea or deep-earth that are well beyond the range of human interaction. Other
possibilities include frigid, explosive, toxic, foundry, cleanroom or other
environments hazardous to human health. Similarly, systems used in food,
medical, or pharmaceutical applications reduce opportunities for contamination.

•

Resilient to Failure. If a system can perform a complex task without human
intervention, then it can do so remotely and without the need for communication.
In addition to being less vulnerable to human error, the system will also be less
susceptible to communication failure, denial or interception.

In other words, automation is ideally suited to do the work that humans do not (or should
not) want to do. This frees the workforce to focus their efforts on other tasks while also
5

These benefits are cited from Finn (2012, p.31) with minor changes.
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reducing risk to personnel and distancing them from harm. This makes economic sense, as
human resources are expensive and subject to high liabilities. Operational ‘footprint’,
being the presence of personnel in theatre, can also be reduced. Automation can act as a
force multiplier. If tasks that currently require humans to perform can be executed safely
and effectively by machines, then those humans can be used to do other tasks, thereby
increasing the overall size and effectiveness of personnel. 6
Automation is not without its disadvantages. While automated systems perform well in
controlled environments and repetitive tasks, they are notoriously inflexible when dealing
with uncertain environments, and new or novel situations. Humans may make mistakes
on routine tasks, but they often excel at recognizing and handling exceptional situations.
Automation arguably also reduces interpersonal communication and socialisation, within
communities who are extensive users or beneficiaries of autonomous services. There is
also a cost, in degradation of fundamental competencies and increased dependency on
technology. Both proponents and opponents of autonomous technology can agree, the
implications (possibilities and repercussions) of emerging autonomous technologies is not
fully understood.

2.3 Drivers and Applications
Autonomous capabilities have grown with the times, benefitting from miniaturisation,
increases in computational power, and efficient power technologies. What is more
significant is the perception of trust within society is itself also rapidly changing.
Autonomous systems are now able to perform a range of tasks more proficiently than their
human counterparts, more economically and with greater reliability in service. Lower
order intelligence is also embedded, imperceptibly and pervasively into almost all modern
Information Technology applications on infrastructure we take for granted every day.
Systems will undergo continual development and evolutionary advancements over time,
given the considerable commercial interest. However, the commercial environment is
comparatively benign and Australia will need to invest in this capability to secure its
systems against active threats. This investment will need to occur across all levels, from
platform and sub-system through to national infrastructure. Due to the scale and cost of
this endeavor, industry partnerships are likely to become increasingly important. The
regulatory environment for the use of autonomous systems is also likely to grow more
restrictive as the capabilities of autonomous systems increase. This may present a
challenge because trust is an essential element for its application and Australia will need to
The vast majority of autonomous systems currently in existence, or in the near future, are
supported by or interface with human operators. Many high-profile systems do not demonstrably
result in a net saving in workforce. For example, the Chief of the US Air Force, General Schwartz,
was quoted as saying that the Predator MQ-1, one of the world’s most famous and successful
unmanned aerial vehicles was “manpower-intensive”, requiring 189 support personnel for a single
orbit in Iraq or Afghanistan (Pocock, 2010). However, these instances are not supportive of general
trends. Crew numbers in defence, particularly in maritime vessels which are limited in space, are
decreasing as autonomy is integrated into control systems, and with clear benefit (Scofield, 2006).
Further evidence may be sought from industry, engineering, and commerce which have only
shown reduction in workforce numbers where systems or process automation has been introduced.
6
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have overcome legal, cultural, and ethical obstacles to the application of autonomy.
Adversaries from different backgrounds may not be subject to the same constraints or
imposed boundaries.
Aside from operations in the most structured and benign of environments, we are still a
long way from being able to automate many of the relevant processes to a level where no
human attention or intervention is required. Current technologies excel at making
decisions within a confined context but ‘intelligence’ in computing has not fundamentally
advanced despite impressive advances in technologies for computation. Enough progress
has been made, however, for the commercial development of a wide variety of
applications and products that require little human oversight. On the basis of commercial
returns from early applications, cost reductions in key technologies are being derived from
ever more sophisticated levels of autonomy.
Nevertheless, significant investment is still required. While the challenge in the long-term
is primarily technological, the challenge in the short-term is one of investing in the science
of developing requirements and determining value propositions, developing efficient and
effective systems engineering processes to deliver robust manufacturing and schedule
predictions, determining how best to integrate such solutions into current or adapted
societal processes and organisational constructs, and transitioning technology into a
product.
In this regard, despite a recent explosion in the commercial arena, it seems to be generally
accepted that widespread application of solutions incorporating full-scale, general
autonomy is a decade or more away. General autonomy can only be realised through a
breakthrough in the science of artificial intelligence and this is not perceived as likely in
the short term. Nonetheless, as many of the lower level technologies have advanced to the
point where they may now be employed in an increasing number of semi-autonomous
applications that are economically viable, practical, and that provide real value, a range of
commercial products are emerging. Analysis of civil markets indicates the commercial-offthe-shelf products are driving consumption, across casual and low-cost markets and highend investment alike. In this, the following sectors most likely to benefit from commercial
development (EUROP, 2009; MASSTLC, 2009): 7

7

•

Automotive & Transportation. Robotics technology is already appearing in the
form of advanced driver assistance and collision avoidance systems. Public
transportation is another area that is expected to become increasingly automated.
As robotics technology continues to improve and mature, unmanned
transportation systems and solutions developed for limited scale environments
such as airports will be adapted for implementation in urban centers and other
general purpose environments.

•

Energy & Environment. The emergence of robotics technology applications,
especially in the areas of automating the acquisition of energy and monitoring the
environment, presents significant commercial opportunity and environmental

Cited from Finn (2012, pp. 50-53), as were the list of beneficiary sectors, with minor changes.
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benefit. Autonomous and unmanned systems are currently used in operations that
are inaccessible or hazardous to people. Examples include exploration of collapsed
buildings, sewer inspection, and examination of underwater pipelines. At present
these robots are almost always tele-operated. Future systems will require much
higher levels of autonomy with faultless operation in environments where
communications may be restricted and task imperatives are time-critical.

10

•

Entertainment & Education. This area, perhaps more than any other has seen the
early emergence of robotics technology enabled products. Robotics provides
students with a compelling and tactile avenue to learn key mathematical and
scientific fundamentals. Motion simulators, robotics teachers, guides, sports
trainers, toys, companions for the elderly are possibilities. Keys to success will be
multi-modal communication; not just of the robot‘s state to their human
companions, but assessment by the robot of the human‘s emotional and physical
state or intent. Delivery to the mass market at a level of functionality and at a
competitive price sufficient to generate interest is also a major challenge.

•

Healthcare & Quality of Life. The current application of robotics technology to
provide tele-operated surgical systems represents only the tip of the iceberg. The
technology holds potential to help control costs, empower healthcare workers, and
enable aging citizens to live longer in their homes. Robotic assistants will require
an intimate level of interaction and compatibility if safe and dependable operations
are to be engendered be it in the workplace, in public, or at home. Their operation
will almost certainly aspire to individual tasks or entire sequences of tasks being
undertaken autonomously. However, they will almost certainly require a degree of
manual intervention.

•

Manufacturing & Logistics. Beyond the traditional application of robotics
technology to automate certain assembly line functions, there is tremendous
potential to further automate the manufacture and movement of goods. In
particular, the technology promises to transform small scale manufacturing
operations and aid the transition of manufacturing back to western economies.
Existing industrial robotic systems are typically set to work on a single operation or
task for long periods of time. High labor costs and a shortage of skilled laborers
will increasingly put pressure on industry to adopt robotic work practices that
make use of advanced systems that are able to cope with complex manufacturing
tasks. Such robots will eventually be able to tackle multi-part assembly and will
have the capacity to adapt to different jobs. Robots capable of moving goods and
people will also find wide application in factories, warehouses, hospitals, and
within existing transport networks. Simple systems already exist (transit trains,
warehousing, dispatch & sorting). Future systems will provide more efficient
goods and transport management. This will improve the efficiency of our current
transport infrastructure and provide mobility services in hospitals, office blocks,
and public places. In all cases, systems will be needed that collect and prioritize
requests, dynamically assign routes and missions, manage conflicts and incidents,
and monitor robot states and schedule maintenance.
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•

Homeland Security & Infrastructure Protection. Robotics technology offers
tremendous potential for applications in border protection, search and rescue, port
inspection and security. In addition, robotics technology is expected to be
increasingly used to automate the inspection, maintenance, and safeguarding of
bridges, highways, water and sewer systems, energy pipelines and facilities, and
other critical components of national infrastructure. Robots that undertake these
tasks will need to work in every environment. They will require advanced sensing
and high-level cognitive capabilities, particularly in regard to their capacity to fuse
and manipulate data and interpret objects in their environment. At present, such
systems are tasked primarily with the acquisition of information such that this is
interpreted by humans remotely. In the longer term, these systems will be expected
to identify and respond to unexpected events, isolating potentially dangerous ones
and referring these to humans. Increasingly, complex surveillance and security
missions will require the deployment and cooperation of multiple robotic systems.

•

Defence: The scope of potential application for autonomous systems in the Defence
domain is quite broad. Examples include tasks in rapid environmental assessment,
improvised explosive device detection and defeat, explosive ordnance disposal,
countermining, force protection, obstacle clearance, electronic warfare, battle
damage assessment, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance, intelligent
countermeasures, chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear detection and
identification, battlefield simulation and rehearsal, casualty first aid and
evacuation, combat search and rescue, logistic support, cargo packaging and pallet
assembly, robotic re-arming, convoy duties, re-fuelling, and vehicle recovery.

Given the scope of autonomous systems in the Defence domain, it is worthwhile
expanding on some of the more significant applications. To provide additional context,
Table 1 and Table 2 provide a breakdown which is categorised against the Defence
Operations and Enabling Functions framework.
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Table 1: A pplications in (relevant) Defence Operations
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Increasingly intelligent software agents w ill be app lied for the
collection, fusion, processing, exploitation and dissemination of
intelligence with faster decision cycles. Similarly, agents in the cy ber
dom ain will be capable of assu ring protection of our networks and
system s or alternatively conducting targeted attack.
Airborne, surface and sub-surface drones could be used for a range of
tasks including rapid environmental assessmen t, h ydrographic tasks,
m ine clearance, search, and persisten t surveillan ce.
Airb01ne system s will also be able to n·ack bushfu·es, Hood levels, and
p rovide c01mectivity in disaster im pacted or denied en viromn ents.

Table 2: Applications in (relevant) Enabling Functions

A pplication in Enabling Functions
Command &
Control
S ituational
Awareness &
Comms
Lift &
Logistics
National
Support

A wide range of decision su p port tools w ill b e em ployed across all
ranks. Autom ation of other tasks w ill reduce cognitive work-loads and
be capable of in telligently undertaking routine tasks. Tilis w ill reduce
operational footprint in h ead quar ter and theah·e .
Persistent communications nodes and surveillance systems that can be
re-tasked, or adap tively self-task, to improve com1ectivity and
awareness.
Nich e applications in tactical airdrop w ill perm it replenishment in
inaccessible, rem ote and d angerous locations without direct risk to
persom1el. Autom ation of som e aspects of long h aul logistics w ill
reduce crewing levels and improve force protection. Refu elling
operations could also be autom ated.
Virtual software agents will be increasingly employed in n·aining
system s and large scale experimen tation.
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2.4 Legal Considerations 8
Development of regulatory frameworks for new technologies often lags behind the desire
for their employment. For example, the absence of international standards, regulations and
procedures to govern the safe integration of UAVs into civil airspace is often cited as key
factors limiting growth in the civilian UAV sector (Teal Group, 2011). As a result, most
civil operations of UAVs are limited to test or demonstration flights. In general, the
novelty of the technology, difficulties with determining the vector of causality and
allocating responsibility, and unwillingness to burden the relevant agencies responsible
for drafting such laws with additional work combine such that the use of most robots
currently falls within a regulatory gap. That is, the technology appears to be under a loose
legal framework, is self-regulated, or only allowed to operate in restricted areas.
Autonomous systems will only be integrated into society when they are technically
capable of undertaking their defined roles, it makes sound economic sense to do this, and
there are organisational and legal frameworks to accommodate them. As technology
allows, certain decisions may then be made quicker, more reliably or more consistently by
technology and the pressure to remove the human will increase. However, as autonomous
systems become more sophisticated issues of liability will become important. Sometimes
accidents will happen, but if robots do not demonstrate sufficient and predictable capacity
to comply with the legal obligations, questions of liability will result in legal challenge.

8

This section is cited from Finn (2012, pp. 139-141) with minor changes.
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3. Models of Autonomy
3.1 Are Machines Autonomous?
In individuals, autonomy is defined in terms of rationality, determinism, and agency.
Much of what we understand by autonomy is then focused around the ability to freely
make choices about our actions, motivation and reasoning, and the assumption of
responsibility for their outcomes. These ideas do not immediately apply to programmed,
robotic systems, however sophisticated or capable. When considering the nature of an
autonomous machine, the following questions then become important.
•

Are machine capable of reasoned judgement?

•

Do machines possess free will?

•

How can machines be made accountable for their actions?

The answers to such questions are not immediately apparent or necessarily agreed. For
example, autonomy in humans includes the capacity to make an informed decision,
without duress or coercion. However, autonomy in machines must surely reflect the
notion of fatalism, where the entity is incapable of taking actions other than those it must
execute; being predestined or inevitable through programming. For many, questions such
as these may seem to be purely philosophical, but notions of self-determinism lie at the
very heart of the study of Artificial Intelligence. However, our problem can be explained
quite simply. Without tackling these issues, it is simply not possible to determine a
meaningful way to assert (positively or negatively) that any system is actually exhibiting
autonomy at all.
The idea of autonomy as applied to both individuals and mechanical systems is further
compounded by the intricate relationships between properties of the actor, the range of
tasks and functions being performed, context and environment, and influence and
constraints imposed by all actors. Hence, autonomy in machines cannot be so simply
expressed as a property of the system itself, but rather as its contextual on the task at hand,
the environment under which it is performed, and the influence and constraints of all the
various stakeholders. It is this aggregation of the inter-dependent concepts of capability,
its context of use, and relationships to other agents which define the concept.
We begin by asking what it means for an engineered system to be autonomous. As the
definition and concept of Autonomy in engineered systems cannot immediately be
assumed, or logically follow from, that applying to rational individuals; an approach is
employed to develop a set of root clauses based on identifying the underlying principles
behind Autonomy. These root clauses form a conceptual basis for the understanding
Autonomous Systems and are formed through review of the literature. This is crucial to
founding the work in context to other key authors within the field of research, noting their
findings and applying them to the particular application of technical forecasting within
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Defence and National Security. In doing so, we present a reasoned and informed
definition of Autonomy which is fit for our purposes.
Identifying root clauses and principles which apply to Autonomy is additionally useful
because it provides a consistent way to assess or evaluate a number of models which have
been presented; such as those posed by Sheridan & Verplank (1978) and more recently
Cummings (2004). In essence, models which attempt to characterise levels or types of
Autonomy in systems often focus on a narrow range of attributes and properties of
Autonomous Systems. These models are very useful in some applications but are also
limited when applied more broadly. This report looks at the popular models in the field
and discusses their range of application. A simple, yet practical model is then proposed
which overcomes the restrictions in the published literature.

3.2 Categories of Human-Robot Interaction
Early attempts at developing models for human-machine interaction have predominately
focused on the capacity to replace, in full or part, functions which may have previously
been carried out by a human. The suggestion here is that categories of automation can be
defined in terms of operator burden. These suggest a purely technical scale, which spans
the realm of manually operated (remote & tele-operated) systems through to systems
which are capable of independent operation. 9 Such a continuum was defined by the US
Army Board of Science and Technology (Rose, 2002) and by a Joint DARPA – USAF
Project Team (NRC, 2005).

This explicitly excludes systems which might be capable of internalised cognition; that is, the
system may be ‘fully’ autonomous but may not task itself of its own volition.

9
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Table 3: Categories ofhuman-robot interaction

DARPA-USAF Joint Project ~lam (NRC, 2005)

US Board of Army S&T (Rose, 2002)
Focused on mission management, and methods of intervention
Level 1 (Manual Operation)

Focused on mission management,

~~ methods

of execution

Levell (Remotely Controlled & Tele-operated)

The human operator directs & contl'Ols all ftmctions of the mission.

The vehicle manoeuvers autonomously.

A human operator controls a robotic vehicle fronl a distance. TI1e human
perform s all of the cognitive processes. The on-board sensors and
commnnications enable the operator to visualise the location and
movement of the platfonn within its environment and its on-bocud
effectors enable the human to act on the infonnation it provides.

Level2 (Management by Consent)

Level2 (Semi-autonomous)

TI1e system recommends courses of action for nominated ftmctions.

Today's autonomous vehicles operate at this level.

TI1ese systems have advanced navigation, obstacle avoidance, and datafusion capabilities to reduce the dependency on and frequency of
operator control. TI1ey are also designed to adapt, with pre-defined
guidelines, to simple changes in mission as designated by an operator.

Level 3 (Management by Exception)

Level3 (Platform-centric Autonomous)

The system prompts the operator for information as required.

TI1e system automatically executes nlission-related fw1ctions w hen
response tin1es are too short for operator intervention.
The operator may override or redirect execution of actions at w ill.
Exceptions are brought to the operator's attention for intervention.

A fully autonomous platfotlll can tmdertake complex tasks, and identify
and request the information required to complete those tasks. It can also
respond to and perfotlll nlission planning against new commands issued
b y an operator.

Level4 (Fully Autonomous)

Level4 (Network-centric Autonomous)

TI1e system automatically executes nlission-related fnnctions when
response times are too short for operator intervention.

These systems have sufficient autonomy to operate as independent no des
within the context of a network-enabled force. TI1ey are capable of
commwlicating with the network, incorporating the relevant infotlllation
it in their nlission p laruling and execution, and responding to other
information requests, including the resolution of conflicting commands.

TI1e operator is alerted to fw1ction progress.
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3.3 Communication as a Measure of Autonomy
Categories of human-robot interaction are an easy, although perhaps sim plistic, way to
differentiate between levels of autonom y . Mod els like this are widely cited in the
literature. How ever, the inh erent limitations to these m od el are that they do not scale well
with complex system s; having many operators, m any m achines, or both. For example, a
current growth area in muncuu1ed system s teclmology is that of 'swcunting' system s. This
already brings som e difficulties to the ecu·lier m odels of hum cu1-interaction in that a
swcunting system has inter-platform cOimectivity. This m ecu1s that a fm·ther scale of
autonom y, being that of m achine-to-m achine collaboration, is need ed . Cummings (2004) is
ren owned for m odelling autonom y across networks cu1d m achines. This m odel is
presen ted in Table 4.
Table 4: Categories ofmachine communication

Cummings (2004)
Focused on networks, and machine communication

Maximum
Network
Autonomy
Minimum
Network
Autonomy

i

Vehicles are in full collaborative communication
Individual tasking changes according to a predetermined algorithm
There is no human intervention

Vehicles collaborate with one another and human operators
Human operator interacts only with 'lead' vehicle(s)

Vehicles communicate with one another for de-confliction
Vehicles dependant on human for new m ission tasking

~

Vehicles do not communicate with one another
Vehicles follow original tasking until human intervention

Cummings work can be inte1preted as a significcu1t step fo1ward in the und erstanding of
how autonom y might be m easured . It d oes not replace ecu·lier work but provides a secon d
cu1d complem entary perspective. Both a machine-centric and ail operator-cenn·ic approach
carl be em ployed to provide greater balar1ce when assessing or m easm·ing autonom y.

3.4 Degrees of Automation
The work of Sheridar1 ar1d Verplarlk (1978) is perhaps the m ost well-known of all m odels
of autom ation. They inn·oduced a scale for NASA which defined ten levels, which is
considered by m cu1y to be a seminal piece. The work serves as a reference benchmar·k cu1d
is still relevar1t today.
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Table 5: Levels of autornation based on decision-making
Automation Level

Sheridan & Verplank (1978)

Endsley & Kaber (JL999)

Focused on outputs, and selection of options

Focused on inputs, and generation of options

1.

Manual
Control

The computer offers no assistance; human must do
it all.

The human monitors, generates options, selects options (makes decisions)
and physically carries out options.

2.

Action
Support

The computer offers a complete set of action
alternatives, and ...

TI1e automa tion assists human w ith execution of selected action, willie the
human still perform s some control actions.

3.

Batch
Processing

... nanows the selection dow n to a few, or ...

TI1e hun1cu1 generates cu1d selects options w hich cu·e turned over to
automation to be ccu1.i.ed out.

4.

Shared
Control

.. . suggests one, cu1d ...

Both the hunlail and the automation generat,e possible decision options
but the humcul has contm l of selecting w hich options to implement
(executing options is a shared task).

5.

Decision
Support

.. . executes that suggestion if the hUlllail approves,
or. ..

The automation generates decision options that the human can select cu1d
once selected, the automation implements it.

6.

Blended
Decision

... allows the hun1an a restlicted time to veto before
automatic execution, or. ..

TI1e automation generates ail option, selects :it and executes it if they
hun1an consents (the human may approve oJf the option, select an
alternative or generate cu1other) .

7.

Rigid
System

. . . executes automatically, then necesscu·ily informs
the human, or ...

The automation provides a set of options, the hun1an has to select one of
them, and once selected the automation carriies out the function.

8.

Automated
Decision

.. . informs him after execution only if he asks, or. ..

The automation selects cu1d cani.es out an option but the humcul can
supply input as options cu·e generated.

9.

Supervisory
Control

.. . infonns him after execution if it, the computer,
decides to.

The automation generates options, selects a111d ccu1.i.es out a desired
option; w hile the hun1cu1 monitors the system cu1d intervenes if needed.

10.

Full
Automation

The computer acts autonomously, ignoring the
hwnan.

TI1e systenl ccuTies out all actions.
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Sheridan and Verplank's model focuses not on either the operator or the machine but the
auth01ity and responsibility for decision-making. This type of approach is well received in
Defence as it naturally reflects common ideals such as supporting personnel through
tedmology. This model emphasises the selection of options, typically relating to mission
plamung, and the automated execution of that plan. In their model, a system is
autonomous if it has the capacity to filter, prioritise or select between alternative courses of
action.
Endsley and Kaber (1999) added further refinement to Sheridan and Verplank's model.
They also propose ten categ01ies but their emphasis is placed on the generation of options.
This is important because it distinguishes between w ho conducts mission plamung
activities, be it human or machine, and the ftmction of selecting actions. Thus, Sheridan
and Verplank's model has greatest relevance w here measurement of output or outcomes is
important. Likewise, Endsley and Kaber' s model has greatest relevance w here
measurement of input or formulation is important.

3.5 Task M odels of Automation
Table 6: Assessment scale based on stages ofinformation processing

Parasuraman et al (2000)
Focuses on information, and states of processing
Inform ation Acquisition
A.

Automation of information acquisition applies to the sen sing and registration of
input data. These operations are equivalent to the first human infonnation
processing stage, suppor ting human sens01y processes.
Inform ation An alysis

B.

Automation of information analysis involves cognitive ftmctions such as
working mem01y and inferential processes. At a low level, algorithms can be
applied to incoming data to allow for their extrapolation over time, or
prediction.
D ecision Selection

c.

Decision and action selection, involves selection from among decision
alternatives. Automation of this stage involves vcuying levels of augmentation or
replacement of human selection of decision options with machine decision
making.
Action Imp lem entation

D.

Action implementation refers to the actual execution of the action choice.
Automation of this stage involves different levels of machine execution of the
choice of action, cu1d typically replaces the hcu1d or voice of the humcu1. Different
levels of action automation may be defined b y the relative amount of manual
versus automatic activity in executing the response.
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Previous models explored autonomy through the lenses of operator-interaction, machinecommunication, and decision-making. One final refinement is offered by Parasuraman et
al (2000); that is, to define automation in terms of the accomplishment of tasks.
Parasuraman et al is unique in that no specific scale is defined. Non-categorical ranking
across a number line is possible and perhaps even preferred. This can make the model
difficult to apply due to subjective differences of interpretation. The approach is also
unique in one other aspect. Previous models have struggled to capture how autonomy
changes with the mission or task being undertaken. Parasuraman et al use four stages of
information processing as their motivating framework and rightly observes that autonomy
is not fixed but changes based on the context of assessment.
A recent revision of this approach was presented by Proud et al (2003). Proud et al adopt
Boyd’s ‘OODA’ loop as the four motivating tasks. This is also based on information
processing and widely recognised within the Defence community. This framework
extends Parasuraman et al by providing eight categories, per task, against which
autonomy can be compared. It is presented in Table 7 and Table 8.
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Table 7: Assessment scale based on OODA loop (Levels 1-4)

Proud et al (2003)
Focu s on role of h uman and machine across stages in the OODA loop
Observe

Orien t

Decide

Act

1.

Human is the only source for
gathering and monitoring
(defined as filtering, priotitizing
and understanding) all data.

Human is responsible for
analysing all data, making
predictions, and interpretation of
the data.

The computer does not assist in or
perform ranking tasks. TI1e
human m ust do it all.

Human alone can execute
decision.

2.

H uman is the prim e source for
gatheling and monit01i ng all
data, with computer shadow for
emergencies.

Human is the ptime source of
analysis and predictions, with
computer shadow for
contingencies. T11e human is
t'esponsible for interpretation of
the data.

TI1e hmnan performs all ranking
tasks, but the computer can be
used as a tool for assistance.

H u m an is the ptime source of
execution, with computer shadow
for contingencies.

3.

The computer is responsible for
gatheling and displaying
unfiltered, un-prioritised
information for the human. TI1e
human still is the prime monitor
for all information.

Computer is the ptinle source of
analysis and prediction s, with
htunan shadow for contingencies.
TI1e human is responsible for
interpretation of the data.

Both human and computer
perform ranking tasks, the results
from the human are considered
prime.

Con 1puter executes decision after
human approval. Human
shadows for contingencies.

4.

The computer is responsible for
gatheling the information for the
human and for displaying all
information, but it highlights the
non-p1i01itized, relevant
infonnation for the user.

The computer analyses the data
and makes predictions, though
the human is responsible for
interpretation of the data.

Both human and computer
perform ranking tasks, the results
from the computer are considered
prime.

Computer allows the human a
pre--programm ed restricted time
to veto before execution. Human
s hadows for contingencies.
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Table 8: Assessment scale based on OODA loop (Levels 5-8)

Proud et al (2003)
Focus on autonom y assessed across the OODA loop
Observe

Orien t

Decide

Act

5.

The com puter is responsible for
gathering the in f01n1ation for the
human, but it only displays nonprioritized, filtered information.

The computer overlays
predictions with an alysis an d
interprets the data. TI1e human
shadows the interpretation for
contingencies.

The computer perfo1n1s ranking
tasks. A ll results, including 'why'
decisions were tnade, are
displayed to the human.

Computer allows the human a
context-dependant restricted time
to veto before execution. Human
shadows for contingencies.

6.

TI1e computer gathers, filters, and
p1ioritizes infom1ation displayed
to the human.

The computer overlays
predictiotlS with analysis and
interprets the data. The human is
shown all results.

TI1e computer perfo1n1s ranking
tasks and displays a reduced set
of ranked options w hile
displaying 'wh y' decisions were
made to the human.

ComLputer executes automatically,
infmnlS the human, and allows
for override ability after
execution. H uman is shadow for
con tingencies.

7.

TI1e computer gathers, filters, and
p1iolitizes data without
displaying any infom1ation to the
hun1at1. TI10ugh, a ' program
functioning' flag is displayed.

The computer analyses, predicts,
interprets, and integrates data
into a result w hich is only
displayed to the h uman if result
fits p rogrammed context (con text
dependant SUllllllat'ies).

TI1e computer perfo1n1S ranking
tasks. The computer perfotlllS
final ranking and displays a
reduced set of ranked options
without displaying "wh y"
decisions were made to the
hun1at1.

Contputer executes automatically
and only infotllls the human if
required b y con text. It allows for
ovenide abihty after execution.
Hun1at1 is shadow for
contingencies.

8.

TI1e computer gathers, filters, atld
p1iolitizes data without
displaying at1y info1n1ation to the
humatl.

TI1e computer predicts, inte1prets,
and integrates data into a result
w hich is not displayed to the
hun1an.

The computer perfo1n1S ranking
tasks. The computer perfo1n1S
final ratlking, but does not
disp lay results to the hun1at1.

Computer executes automatically
and does not allow any humatl
interaction .
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4. Developing a Foresight Framework
4.1 Extending Existing Models of Automation
Models of interaction, such as those presented in Section 3, focus on the accomplishment
of a task and measuring the degree to which the autonomous systems rely on external
control. This is both a reasonable representation and practical, for this facet of humanmachine interaction. However, humans also interact with systems in other ways not
relating to information or control. Other facets of the human-machine interaction need to
be considered. In particular, the degree to which an autonomous system requires physical,
as opposed to informational, support is important. Systems which require manual launch
and recovery, extensive maintenance, and refuelling cannot be said to be as autonomous
as those that do not. This is often overlooked since these tasks are rarely considered to be
part of completing the mission.
A framework of three axes can be constructed to include a support axis along with the
Sheridan-Verplank and Cummings et al models. This would comprise of three dimensions
to describe the degree of autonomy a machine has from human control, machine control
and physical support. This approach encompasses the cost of all physical inputs. Across
the life cycle of the system; the logistics of spare parts, warehousing and disposal can be
measured as aspects of autonomy which as just as valid as those based on the service
exchange of information. However, while using one or three scales for degrees of
autonomy is convenient and useful for certain purposes, it is still insufficient to use such
scales to completely characterize the relationship between the machine and other entities
that define its autonomy. In truth, there are more than just the three dimensions to
autonomy and measurement of autonomy changes with task and context. 10

4.2 Task and Environment
Entities do not exist in isolation. Rather, they co-exist in an environment and share (or
compete) for resources. The actions of one entity alter the state of world, which directly or
indirectly affects other entities. Further, the issue of consent, rules and regulations is
critical to understanding autonomy, particularly when humans are involved. Autonomous
systems are artificial, designed and created by humans to satisfy human goals. Once
assigned goals, they execute a number of steps in sequence. In simple terms, they
determine if the current state meets the current goals, then they determine the appropriate
actions necessary to reach those goals, and finally they execute those actions. We define an
action to be something that an entity does to change the state of itself, other entities or its
environment. By this definition, actions are always deliberate even if they are, at times,
spontaneous. A state is a particular condition that entities and/or the environment are in at
some particular time. A task is an action that is taken by one more entities, to achieve some
goal (desired state). 11
This idea is described in greater detail within Finn & Mekdeci (2014, p.30).
The notions of ‘state’, ‘action’, ‘objective’, and ‘state’ are discussed in Finn & Mekdeci (2014, p.15).
Their work discusses both task and objective hierarchies. In addition the discussion of the ‘context’
10
11
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•

Physical Environment. Real systems (those that are not virtual and exist only in
software or as a concept) reside in, and operate within a physical environment. If a
system is part of a larger system, or is nested within a System of Systems, then its
environment may or may not be conducive to the system’s operations. Terrain,
weather and obstacles often influence a machine’s autonomy. While an unmanned
system may be able to autonomy’s navigate a particular terrain in perfect weather,
the reduced visibility of a snowstorm may necessitate additional localization
information from a human operator, reducing the machines autonomy as a result.

•

Exogenous Entities. Systems often do not reside alone within their environments,
and typically interact with other entities intentionally or unintentionally. Other
entities may include humans, animals or other machines and these entities may be
friendly, neutral or hostile. The existence and behaviour of exogenous entities may
greatly impact a machine’s autonomy. For example, if there are multiple victims to
rescue, then a search & rescue robot may not have the ability or the authority to
prioritize which victims should be rescued first, and may depend on human
operators for that particular decision.

•

Stakeholder Constraints. Stakeholders may impose constraints that influence a
machine’s autonomy. For example, when life-and-death decisions are being made,
regulations may enforce supervisory control by a human operator, regardless of
the machine’s capability. As trust and trustworthiness progresses to the point when
stakeholders are more confident in the machine’s capability to make life-and-death
decisions, the regulations may be the opposite and the machine will make the
decision autonomously, regardless of human input.

Efficacy is the system’s physical ability to perform an action, such as sense the
environment, move between two points, or manipulate an object. Efficacy can be reflected
by not only whether the entity can actually perform the task, but how well it can perform
it (Finn & Mekdeci, 2014, p.15). On a low level, efficacy can be measured, for example, by
how much weight the machine can lift, how fast an unmanned plane can fly, or how many
client requests a web server can process per unit time. For higher level tasks, such as
performing maritime security, efficacy can be more difficult to measure but can be
approximated with metrics such as the percentage of arriving boats detected, average time
to identify target, and false alarm rate.
Efficacy for most tasks implies that there is some form of intelligence, either by the entity
itself or by another entity controlling it. This is because actions that an entity take belong
to a hierarchy of tasks, with numerous lower level actions required to complete higher
level tasks. For example, a rescue-mission involves several lower level tasks, such as
moving from point A to point B and detecting victims within a particular environment.
The task of recovering victims might be a sub-action of a higher-level task, such as
performing maritime security. Every task can be broken down into a set of sub-tasks, each
includes the Physical Environment, Exogenous Entities and Stakeholder Constraints. These have
been cited from pages 45 and 46 of that same reference.
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one at a lower level than the rest, until all that is left are only primitive functions that are
performed by components and not sub-systems. Therefore, even if an entity was
instructed to perform task A and lacked the intelligence to decide that A was the task that
should be performed, the entity may still require some degree of intelligence to execute the
sub-tasks required to complete task A. 12

4.3 Trust in Autonomy 13
In measuring autonomy, accounting for the capability of the entire system important.
Humans are an integral part of this system and the competency, attitude and behaviour of
the human should be reflected. Merritt and Ilgen (2008) demonstrated how variations in
trust, between operators of autonomous systems, impact on perceived measurement of
that systems autonomy. The conclusion being that, increasing the capability of the
automation is not sufficient to ensure effective use. Instead, it is necessary to increase trust
between humans and autonomous systems to ensure that features of automation are
appropriately employed.
Trustworthiness is how well a machine performs a particular task without human
intervention, i.e. the capability of the automation. Trust is how well humans perceive the
automation is performing a task (or vice versa). Ideally a human should trust a machine as
much as it is trustworthy, no more or less. Lee and See (2004) refers to calibration as how
similar a human’s trust of the automation is to its trustworthiness, and calibrated trust as
the ideal situation where an operator trusts the automation just as much as is warranted.
In many cases, calibrated trust is poorly aligned to the system and its performance is
suboptimal as a result. This occurs in two ways. First, disuse occurs when an operator
trusts a machine less than it is actually trustworthy, leading to situations where the
automation is underused. Second, when an operator trusts the automation more than it
reasonable, then misuse occurs. Hence, trust in autonomy is a multi-dimensional construct
that changes with time. It is influenced by the expression of purpose, intention and role;
approaches to developing and determining trust; functional aspects such as system
capability; and reliability within an operating environment.

4.4 A Revised Model for Technology Foresight
To assess the impact of technology changes on machine autonomy, one must take a look at
the factors that play a role in determining the human interaction required to perform a
particular task are:
1. the systems base capabilities;
2. the task itself;
3. the context under which the system performs that task; and
12
13

Cited from Finn & Mekdeci (2014, p.19) with minor changes.
Trust in autonomy is discussed in detail in Finn & Mekdeci (2014, pp. 74-86).
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4. the trust between parties in the system.
Advances in technology are likely to have a direct impact on the capability of the system
and perceptions of trustworthiness. In some cases, they may also provide the ability to
perform new tasks. Thus, by introducing effective novel and new technology the
capability of the system is increased and:
•

the autonomy of the machine can be directly increased; and/or

•

the complexity of tasks that the system can performs can increase; and/or

•

the system can operate in environments which are more complex; and/or

•

stakeholders will have trust in the system.

This illustrates the interdependence between advances in technology and what we know
of autonomous systems and their performance. It is also possible to observe, as a corollary,
that if a task or contextual complexity is increased that autonomy will decrease and/or
trust in the system will be diminished.
Four key attributes are defined; system, mission, context and trust. Each of these attributes
is comprised of a number of factors which should be considered when assessing the
autonomy of a system. Studies in autonomy from the University of South Australia (Finn,
2011; Finn, 2012; Finn, 2014; and Finn & Mekdeci, 2014) have derived those factors from
their roots in the literature. In partnership, that program of research has been synergised
into a single coherent taxonomy. Table 9 presents the proposal for a revised autonomous
systems taxonomy, or conceptual model, which presents an alternative to those in Section
3. This can be used to assess the autonomy of a system at a holistic level. It promotes
greater understanding of the characteristics which contribute to making a system
autonomous and is perhaps more amenable to practical application as a result.

14

•

System. The factors under the system component are derived from Finn (2011) as
the outcomes of a symposium of experts at the 2011 Defence Effects conference. 14
The autonomous systems workshop aimed to “identify the drivers and functional
requirements that permit development of autonomous systems with the capacity to
operate reliably and safely in dynamic environments shared by people, property,
and other systems”. The outcomes additionally informed the projections in
Appendix C.

•

Mission and Context. The factors under mission and context were largely explored
in Finn (2012) in the report Implications for Autonomy & Autonomous Systems. The
objective of this report was to “examine the current and likely future systems
challenges and technological impediments that may prevent achievement of robust
autonomy capable of integration into a human-centric future society.” An

Edinburgh Parks, Adelaide, Australia, 9 November 2011.
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additional workshop was held in 2014 15 to specifically target capabilities for the
ADO (Finn, 2014).
•

15

Trust. Trust and human-machine interactions was the primary focus of Finn &
Mekdeci (2014). This work also informed the conceptual model directly, being a
“list of system, task and contextual factors that define how autonomous a system
will be when it performs a task in a particular context.” This focuses on
understanding what makes systems trustworthy and articulating this in a list of
contributing components.

Mawson Lakes, Adelaide, Australia, 4 February 2014.
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Table 9: Proposed new taxonomy for autonomous systems
Compo nent

1. System

2. Mission

3. Context

4. Trust
Certification

Actuation & Locomotion

Adversarial Intervention

Architecture & Integration

Constituent
Elements

Complex Structures

Computation & Processing

Frequency of Action

Grasping & Manipulation

Required Precision

Mapping & Navigation

Synchronisation of Effects

Power Management & Energy

Task Complexity

Sensing & Perception

Time Constraint

EM or RF Interference
Environment & Change

Cooperation & Collaboration
Competency & Training
Human & Robot Interaction
Learning & Adaptation
Past Experiences

Hazards

Perception

Policy & Regulation

Predictability

Stakeholders

Signature I System Footprint

Visibility, Light & Obscuration

Technical Survivability

Responsibility
Task Complexity
Usability

Significant
Trends

Component Miniaturisation

Asymmetric Operations

Concern over CBRN

Cyber & EM Hardening

Faster Tempo

Discrimination Problems

Open Architectures

Media & Public Relations

Legislative Issues

Investment Increasing

Reduced Cost

Operations Other than War

Need for Sophistication

Prolitferation of Technology

Research Expertise
Critical
Enablers

Industry & Government Support
Defence Strategy

Earl ~r

Adversarial Adoption

Developments in science, convergence of research, transformational advances
Economic benefit, novel applications, integration, commercialisation
Concepts of operation, legal & ethical commitments
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5. Applying the Conceptual Model
5.1 Technology Foresight
Technology Foresight is the field of scientific regard which investigates the emergence,
performance, or impact of technology across society. It aims to describe usage or uptake,
and evolving trends, in technological development over time. Through doing so, it seeks
to determine the implications of those developments both current and forthcoming.
Research outcomes of technology foresight then exist in a continuum from the present into
the future. As such, the field is never static, constant evolving, with its different forms and
potentialities connected through time.
Australia capitalises on the opportunities presented by technology foresight, in building
national power through investment and maintaining its regional capability edge. Likewise,
technology foresight identifies opportunities to mitigate against the risks inherent in
strategic shock and technology surprise. Understanding emerging scientific and
technological trends, within the wider socio-economic and strategic environment, and
their implications for Defence and National Security, becomes critical. This aspect of
necessary and measured response to change is then one of the key drivers to guide new
policy, strategy, future concepts, and force development.
As a key driver to strategic decision-making processes, the rational basis supporting
technology foresight itself becomes important. Confidence in decision-making is
underpinned by confidence in the argument upon which it is enacted. In this sense,
technology foresight must be capable of providing robust and auditable outcomes.
Ironically, the strength of technology foresight cannot be measured until after the fact. By
the very nature of prediction, technology foresight analyses causal chains of events which
have yet to be observed. It is argued that strength of argument is then the primary means
by which technology foresight is measured.
Since the purpose of a technology forecast is to aid in decision making, a forecast
may be valuable simply if it leads to a more informed and, possibly, better
decision. A forecast could lead to decisions that reduce future surprise, but it could
also inspire an organization to make decisions that have better outcomes—for
instance, to optimize its investment strategy, to pursue a specific line of research,
or to change policies to better prepare for the future.
(NAP, 2010)
Vanston (2003) concludes that if the process of technology foresight leads to a decision
which is better, more informed, or rationally argued, then it has been successful in
achieving its intent. For our purposes, we wish to advise decision makers about
autonomous systems technologies, so that they have a reasoned understanding of their
capability and can make informed decisions about their potential applications and
operational impact. For this we need to apply our conceptual model.
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5.2 Methodological Approach
In order to appreciate the application of our conceptual model for technology foresight, it
is worthwhile revisiting the methodological approach. This is comprised of six stages.
1. Trends in autonomy research reports.
We started by investigating the factors which contribute to system autonomy and
understanding how technologies might contribute to those factors. In doing so, we
can monitor developments in the technologies or pre-propose milestones which
must be logically achieved in the evolution of autonomous systems. An extensive
program of research was conducted in partnership with the University of South
Australia. This resulted in three foundation publications (Finn, 2011; Finn, 2012;
and Finn & Mekdeci, 2014) and reported major themes in autonomy.
2. Derivation of the root clauses and key factors of autonomy.
The next step in this approach is to identify factors of autonomy from major
themes, together with any related concepts, and the contexts in which they apply.
With such an understanding, those factors can then be investigated through an
experimental process, to examine varying hypotheses about how they relate or
contribute to capability. This was accomplished through derivation of the root
clauses and key factors of autonomy was performed through extensive literature
review of existing models, as per Section 3 of this report, and recommendations
from the University of South Australia in step 1.
3. Decomposition of those factors into a hierarchy.
Section 4 of this report provides the resulting conceptual model to be used for
technology foresight. It is based on four capstone factors of the system capability,
mission complexity, context of employment, and extent of operator trust in the
system. Each of the four capstone factors is broken into its most significant
constituent elements and a summary statement of current observable trends. This
is provided in Table 9 of this report.
4. Definition of a parametric model of investigation.
In this parametric model, changes in named factors of specific interest can be
studied. This also forms the principle mechanism by which the model can be tested
and refined. It can be used in an elicitation process, workshop, or experimental
campaign for knowledge capture and representation. This includes key
perspectives from discussion, to categorise statements and options into logical
groupings, and provide consistency of approach. The model is amenable to
additional analysis because it provides a way to identify gaps in knowledge, where
additional scrutiny or information is required. Through application, the model
itself can be refined, changed or improved as a result. This would tell us more
about, and enrich or understanding of, what makes systems autonomous.
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5. Case studies using the parametric models.
This is the first point in the methodology in which the model is employed for the
purposes of technology foresight. It is suggested that a set of selected autonomous
systems is mapped onto the model. In mapping these capabilities across the model,
the specific technologies which contributing to each factor in the model can be
examined and projected into the future based on reported trends. Through this
mechanism it is possible to consider ‘vectors’ across the space to show how
technological innovation would impact on the factors in autonomy.
6. Statement of impact.
Application of the model for technology foresight allows us to identify
technologies with potential for significant impact in operations. This provides
indicators-and-warnings for Australia and its allies about risks and opportunities
in technologies for autonomous systems. It supports informed decisions about
investment, acquisition, and research in those technology areas.
Of these six phases, the fourth stage largely describes a stage of test and evaluation. In this,
the model itself is subjected to examination and refined. The last two describe the
application of the conceptual model for technology foresight. Stage five is the foresight
activity and stage six reflects the action of reporting and informing significant
stakeholders. This naturally leads to the following three recommendations for further
work, to take the conceptual model and applying it.

5.3 Recommendations
5.3.1 Recommendation 1: Adequacy of Framework
Application of the Autonomy framework itself serves to test the base conceptual model;
that is, to determine its adequacy for the task. When employed, it may be that elements of
the framework have been missed or undue emphasis has been placed on some elements
which are not needed. Application then assists to expand and deepen our knowledge of
Autonomy as well as to improve the conceptual model.
Recommendation
The Autonomous Systems Framework should be tested, for its fitness for use,
1.
within the context of an evaluation workshop.

5.3.2 Recommendation 2: Parametric Study
A complete model also naturally lends itself to parametric investigation, against which
existing and future Autonomous Systems might be mapped. This assists us in the process
of technology forecasting because it might be possible to make reasoned deductions (or at
least plausibly infer) how technology might contribute or impact on the factors expressed
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in the conceptual model. If so, the model can be used to provide the types of indicators
and warnings for changes in Autonomy.
Recommendation
Conceptual future systems be generated through parametric variation of elements
in the framework. Explore the range of systems that emerge bad make estimates
2.
for how, when or if such systems will be operationalised.

5.3.3 Recommendation 3: Understanding Operational Impact
There will always be development paths that could not be predicted through the
application of our framework, and we call this technology surprise. 16 However, our
framework is useful in exploring possibilities, to the extent that is possible. The question of
how the ADO positions itself in preparation for technology surprise and also during an
unforeseen event is the key issue. Applying our framework can help the ADO manage
potential sensitivity, exposure and risk. Technologies with greatest potential impact on
Autonomy can be then investigated. This includes the capability which might be
developed if those technologies were realised (by the ADO or by an adversary).
Recommendation
Outcomes of Recommendation 2 be investigated for their potential utility to the
3.
ADO.

16 This can occur through unforeseen technological breakthrough, disclosure of an advanced
clandestine development program, otherwise unanticipated and accelerated pace of development,
and novel or innovative application of existing technology.
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6. Conclusion
Technologies for autonomous systems are important to Defence because they have the
potential to extend the reach and capability of traditional forces while reducing
operational footprint and threat to personnel. This increases access to regions of
operational interest, especially in contested regions, possibly enhancing control, freedom
of manoeuvre, and denying the area to adversary forces. Measurement of the extent to
which a system is autonomous is then of significant interest. If autonomy can be increased
then a greater benefit or range of effects might potentially be derived.
However, previous attempts at describing or quantifying autonomy within the literature
have been limited in their scope of regard. The true value of autonomy lies within an
appreciation of its context and, in and of itself, it is not a solution to any problem. Any
model of autonomy must then be sufficiently rich as to capture all aspects of the capability.
This must include an appreciation of four key limiting attributes.
1. First, the system has to have the basic capability for autonomy. This means it must
have the necessary components be they actuators, sensors, software, and the like
that allow it to operate.
2. Second, the task itself must be within the capacity of the system to fulfil. Highly
complex tasks necessarily require an equally sophisticated system. If the
sophistication of the system is not sufficient then it will increasingly require
operator intervention.
3. The context in which the system is employed must also be conducive. A system
operating autonomously in one environment may not necessarily be capable of
operating autonomously in another.
4. Finally, trust in automation is a multi-dimensional construct, with organizational,
sociological, psychological and neurological influences all playing a role. Operators
should not trust a system more than it is trustworthy, nor should they trust it less.
Each of these attributes is comprised of a number of factors which should be considered
when assessing the autonomy of a system. Working in partnership with the University of
South Australia, DST Group has developed a single coherent taxonomy of these factors
which is presented as a conceptual model in Table 9.
The purpose of this conceptual model is to support the ADO technology foresight process.
This model provides a systematic and auditable way to explore emerging technologies for
autonomous system by means of parametric investigation. By exploring each of the
contributing factors, it is possible to identify technologies which affect those factors, and to
theorise about their impact on operational capability.
The outcomes of this technology foresight activity raises opportunities to mitigate against
the risks inherent in strategic shock and technology surprise, build national power
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through smart investment, and maintain its regional capability edge through early
acquisition. It then informs decision makers in Defence and National Security to shape the
future of policy, strategy, emerging concepts, and force development in autonomous
systems and their related technologies.
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Appendix A: Autonomy Program

ANU

2007

Figure 1: Autonomy program (diamonds mark contract initiation date)
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Appendix B: Developmental Timeline17
SHORT TERM

MEDIUM TERM

LONG TERM

N AVIGATION
Greater co11Sideration given to safety aspects for faster motion
Understand envii'Oilffient from perception, ii1teraction & human nlStruction
Localisation based on perception of general awironmental featw·es
Safe navigation in wlStructured 2-D indoor/ outdoor envii·omnents

Vision-based approaches gaii1 hnportcu1ce ush1g low cost sensh1g

Robust probabilistic location teclmiques (pcu·ticle filters, grid based map)

Development of teclutiques capable of exploith1g low cost seilSnlg

Avoidance of slow -movh1g cu1d collaborative dyncunic obstacles

2.5-D mapph1g becomes efficietlt and accmate for lcu·ge scale (few km) sectors

Navigation based on multi-setlSor fusion (all etlVU'Oilffients)

3-D mapph1g is efficient and accmate for small scale (lOOm) sectors

Lecu'll semantic maps tluough exp lorh1g & humcu1 ii1put

Motion p lcuuili1g teclutiques for large scale maps and dyncunic envii·omnents

Safety aspects of navigation considered

Cog~titive

approaches to motion plamili1g and re-plamili1g

Obstacle avoidcu1ce ii1teg~·ated witl1 regulatory frameworks
Capacity to navigate ill populated cu·eas (e.g. malls, con·idors, etc.)

Safe cu1d reliable ltigh speed, collision-free 3-D (outdoor) navigation
Certification procedmes developed (e.g. aii'Wortlili1ess & airspace ii1teg~·ation)
Capacity to operate ill novel, open, w 1struch.u'ed cu1d d yncunic envh·omnents
Low cost, safe navigation based on exteroceptive seilSnlg approaches
Velticles able to operate ill multiple envii'Ollffietlts
Object representatio11S witl1 symbolic rep resentation
Respond to dyncunic chcu1ges ill envii'Oilffient ill a mcumer COilSistent witl1 global
cu1d mission objectives
Plcuuili1g COilSiders avoidcu1ce of ltigh speed dyncunic cooperative cu1d noncooperative obstacles

Capacity to COilSider social rules, stcu1dcu·d s, common human reactio11S

H UM AN-ROBOT INTERACTION
Compcution robots adapt then· skills to assist humculS
Robots lecu'll from humcu1s tluough gestw·e & speech.

Interact w /users to lecu'll to tackle complex problems

Voice cu1d natw·allcu1guage (ii1clu diilg trculSlation)

Reliable gestme/ voice commands for robots that require little trahili1g

Inference of complex h1tention from natw·al geshue/voice ii1teractions

Nemal (muscle/ nerve-endii1g) & non-hwasive braii1-based (EEG) h1terfaces

Shcu·ed control of tactile procedmes ush1g real thne se11Sory feedback

One controller-multiple robots w itl1 acceptable safe stcu1dcu·ds

Secunless cooperation ii1terfaces ush1g natw·al gestw·e & voice commwtication

Acquire models of w 1-modelled i11door envii·oilffients

Robots facilitate shnple en·or recove1y

Self-cu·b itrath1g ii1terfaces for control of multiple robots

Strongly physically ru·iven (e.g. i11teraction by touch)

HMI uses visual perception (facial & emotion)

Natw·al ii1terfaces that ccu1 ii1terpret humcu1 ii1tent

Clecu· differentiation between levels of autonomy

Basic emotion modellh1g and ii1terpretation

Modellh1g of emotion for compcu1ion robots/toys

Au gmented reality-based visual displays

Physical ii1teraction governed by eye-trackii1g

Advcu\ced humcu1 motion ii1te1pretation of wlhwwn/ wuecu'11ed gestmes
Humcu1 emotion cu1d behaviow· ii1te1p retation

MISSION PLANNING

Path cu1d mission p lcuming cu·e perfonned manually with aid of automated tools
Replamting is performed automatically ill most domaiilS witl1 mhtimal ii1teraction
Mathematical criteria for predicting the quality of motion cu1d behaviom ill
plamili1g algoritllffis

Plcumh1g uses extendable knowledge bases prompth1g user for ii1put

Autonomous plcuuili1g for tasks of ltigh diinetlsionality & multiple COI1Strah1ts

Se11Sor-centric plcuuili1g cu1d control algoritluns capable of operath1g ill reduced
illfonnation spaces

More complex robots (i.e. tlwse w ith mcutipulators) p lcu1 for tl1emselves

Development of samplh1g-based plcuuili1g teclutiques capable of produch1g p lculS
ill the presence of ltigh dime11Sionality problems
Automatic adaptation of plculS cu1d motion when new criteria cu·e ii1troduced
Offline realisation of thne-optimal p lcuuili1g for situ atio11S of ltigh complexity
Capacity to sequence plcumh1g steps cu1d make adju stma1ts to avoid problems ill
opthnal cu1d sub-opthnal fasltion w1der thne constrah1ts

Bow1d.cuies between seilSnlg, plcuuili1g, control cu1d lecu'lililg disappecu·
Theories for tutifyh1g cu1d reducii1g different plcuuili1g approaches (topological,
combinatorial, cu1d dimetlSional complexities of illfonnation spaces)
h1terleaved plcuuili1g cu1d execution w ith model produced OIUUle
Cog~titive approaches

to p lcuuili1g available w ith trade-offs between optio11S

h1teractive lecu'lililg - robot ccu1lecu'll or be nlStructed by humcu1

17 Cited from Film (2012, pp. 129-131).
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SENSING & PERCEPTION
Capacity to process much higher volumes of data in real time
0 1eaper sensors witl1 higher resolution, dynam ic range cu1d sensitivity
Data processing through reasoning

Envit·omn ental data sensed using com plex audio cu1d olfactory sensors

Simple audio and speech recognition/ interaction

Multiple fused sensor modalities (visual/ tactile/haptic/ auditory/ chem ical)

Capacity to recognise hundreds of objects in real time

Known events & activities properly recognised & in terpreted in context

Object properties retrieved tlU'ough single sensor modality

Object classification of up to 10,000 objects in real time

Capacity to operate in lcu·ge buildings, sh opping malls, etc.

Identification of object properties and affordcu1ces

Humans recognised and human movements understood

Capacity to m1derstcu1d relationships between objects

Simple human emotion recognised

Facial recognition from multiple angles
Safety-related classification of scenes

h1teg1·ation m ultiple sensory modalities to acquire models of environment
Ability to use them for navigation & interaction witl1novel objects cu1d events
Development of m1certainty n1CU1agem ent techniques
Low cost, lugh capability sensing systems
Perception capabilities approach those of htUllCUlS
Track several hm1dred objects of interest in real time using multi-modal data
Object recogilition of in excess of 10,000 objects in real time
Reliable extraction of h umcu1 emotional cues
Capacity to interpret htm1cu1 intention
Perception affords full autonom y to robots over extended periods
Human activity recognised

INTEGRATION & ARCHITECTURES
Disb.ibuted, multi-system architectures
Client server architectm·es, distributed but coupled

Modular multi-vendor sub-system integration

Layered & hierarchal architectm·es

Plug-cu1d-play fm1ctionality for devices

Vertical integration based on top-d own/bottom-up design

Hybrid cu·clutecttll'es with self-describing data and interfaces
Better support tools for senti-autom atic configmation

Cognitive (i.e. behaviour-based) arcllitecttu·es
Disb.ibuted arcllitectures (multi-vendor, multi-service, multi-application)
Self, configlll'ing (i.e. =agnostic') cu·chitecttll'es
Capacity to fom1ally capture & re-use engineering expeliences

GRASPIN G & MANIPULATION
Pre-programmed grasping sb.·ategies become obsolete
Limited pick & place in home & industry
Reliable manipulation of non-rigid and non-solid objects
Reliably open doors & cabinets (specialised - hands

II )

Different grasping strategies not pre-prog1:ammed
Grippers and end-effectors become more flexible
Grippers witl1 multiple fingers become available

Nearly human levels of m echculical dextelity

Robust m culipulation lcu·ge, graspable, rigid, & cu·ticulated objects/ tools without a
pliori knowledge

Human-like assembly becomes possible

Grasping strategies accommodate multiple hands

Hcu1ds covered with lugh resolution tactile skin

Sensors embedded into hcu1ds

Robust, sensor-based prehensile mculipulation

Recogilition of object pose changes manipulation strategy

Limp cu1d lughly plastic objects can be handled

Grasping sb.·ategies computed in real time based on object olientation cu1d task

New teclm ologies for nlicro/macro gi'asping cu1d hcu1dling

Grasping skills improve witl1 expetience

Multi-hand cooperation

Mcu1y different objects ccu1 be mculipulated, but htlll1CU1 dextetity not matched

ACTU ATION & LOCOMOTION
Standard metl10ds of propulsion (e.g. wheels, tracks, propellers, water jets)
Standcu·d methods of locomotion (e.g. engines, fixed/ rotary/ flapping wings)
Biomimetic locomotion (fish mimicking, snakes, indoor bi-pedal walking)
Weight reduction, m.iniaturisation for actuator power/ weight ratio
Elecb.ical motors with over 20kW direct drive
Bi-metallic actuators used in micro applications
Ball-cu1d-socket joint assemblies

Special motor concepts (chenucal, nuclecu·, etc.)
Smcu'l actuation (SMA, EAP), smart plastics, artificial muscle
Energy buffering cu1d saving load potential ener gy generated by robot
Bi-pedal walking on tulstructtll'ed grom1d
Adhesion for wall-climbing
Micro-actuation developed
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High perfotn1cu1ce actuators for lightweigh t/ safe mobile manipulation
Capacity to trade response between precision, power and fault tolercu1ce
Capacity to draw power from alternate power sotll'ces
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COOPERATION & COLLABORATION
Plan coordination and maintenance conducted by individual robots
Knowledge-based learning using distributed agents
Distributed plamung for m ultiple robots coordinated wiU1 GPS sensors

Capacity to cooperate without explicit representation of action
Humans stru.t to for m a component of the robotic tean1 & vice versa

Establishment of ad hoc conununication between team and sub-team members

Swmn1-based reasoning distributed tluoughout team m embers
Decen tralised plru.uling ru.1d decision-making under t111certainty

Bidding and negotiation systems work effectively in outdoor areas

Ena·gy autonomy for large teainS of robots solved
Multiple application (e.g. seru.·ch ru.1d rescue, ISR, etc.) viable

Cooperative perception & n avigation wiU1 practical plarming tmd er tmcertain ty

LEARNING & ADAPTATION
Robots continuously acquire & im prove known skills
Interact w /users to leam to tackle complex problem s
Robots learn through observation of pattern s and trial & error

Robots leai'll from humailS a11d oU1er robots
Robots are able to intanalise and use world models

Robots leru.n from inter acting with humans Uu ough gesttu·e & speech

Life-long lemn ing captured and available to robots
Controllers have multiple modules based on leru.ning

Acquire mod els of tm-modelled indoor en vironments

Leamt behaviour models are available online

Leru.'lling tecluu ques a dapt their behaviour to changing circun1Stru.1ces
Existing reinforced leru.'lling teclu uques are a d apted for robotics

Compmlion robots adapt their skills to assist hunlailS
Robots facilitate simple error recove1y
h1teraction is based on recogtlition of humru.1 intent

SYSTEMS EN GINEERING
Unified fran1ework exists allowing robotic desigtlS to be tailored to application
More in tegt·ated tool-chain exists
Independent, special-purpose tools for desigtling robots ru.1d sub-systems

Variety of en vi.romnenta.l, kinematic, a11d dynaiUic m odelling tools exist so that
paran1ehic models ca11 easily be m odified by designer or end-user

System s engineers can easily integt·ate special purpose tools into U1e desigtl
Simulation of kinematic and dynanlic properties to test robotic desigtlS of
hru.·dware ru.1d software in static environments

Simulation of kinematic ru.1d dynanuc properties of r obotics (hru.·dware and
softwru.·e) wi.Uun its environment becomes easier

Tools allow auto-coding of robotic systenlS (i.e. software is automatically d e1ived
from }ugh -level task d escriptio11S or pre-existing macros)
Tools for desigtling robotic applications focus on the end-user, integt·ation of
applications, other systems a11d web-based services

POWER MANAGEMENT & ENERGY
Fuel and solru.· cells, potential energy storage and wired trru.lSmission
Som e elemen tary harvesting/scavenging from U1e SUl'l'Otmdings (e.g. wave
energy, wind energy, bio-ingredien ts)
Mainly chenucal, combustion, heat, pneumatic and hydraulic engines
Intelligent use of actuators and drives to COilServe energy
Advanced plann ing ru.1d control algori.Uuns

Wireless power trmlSnlission

Laser-powered robots

Increased battery ena·gy de11Sity

Micro-biological power generation

Efficien t desigtl of platfonns
Unused sub-systems disabled
Batteries up to 20kW
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